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CASCADE: ICT for Energy Efficient Airports
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• CASCADE will develop facility‐specific measurement‐based energy action plan for airport
energy managers underpinned by systematic Fault Detection Diagnosis (FDD)Methods.
• CASCADE will develop a framework and methodology to underpin the execution of
customised ICT solutions building upon existing ICT infrastructure. >>> LEGACY SYSTEMS
• CASCADE will enable transformation of FDD into actionable information by developing an
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EU Airport Survey: ISSUES
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Carbon emissions by Scope
Source: http://www.ghgprotocol.org/
Scope 1: All direct GHG emissions.
Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions from
consumption of purchased electricity, heat
or steam.
Scope 3: Other indirect emissions. (…)
Carbon emissions by Activity
Transport coming from/to airport?
Aircraft main engines in the LTO
cycle? Aircraft emissions during
cruise on flights to or from airport?
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 Motion detection for lighting
 LED Replacements
 Intelligent Lighting controls for areas of low occupancy. Passive Infrared
Sensors (PIR)
 Retrofit of 65000 light fittings with Retrolux system (reduction of approx 20W
per fitting)
 Roof glazing replacements
Renewable Energy
 Photovoltaic panels








No detailed energy use data monitoring:
• Thermal side are only at the overall airport level
(utility bills) >>> identification of subareas
• MXP a daily energy consumption monitoring
review is carried out to compare available
electrical energy consumption with the
consumption of the day before of the same day in
the previous year.
• At FCO this is done only onmonthly basis.
• Need of KPIs for benchmarking
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